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When tragedy strikes, Opportunity knocks, and a new persona is born. A cross-country move away

from everything Robert has known followed by a chance encounter trigger a different sort of

existence. Can "Robin" adapt or will it all come tumbling down?
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Sweet and Sentimental, yeah I know it's a clichÃ©, But it fits so well here. This is a story about a

teenage boy transitioning to a girl and those that support and help her. I said her, because the

correction happens very early in the story. And in this story it is a correction. So most of the story is

about how she and others deal with her changing genders. I would hope that every child would have

the kind of support that she does. And yes there are a few others that are not that supportive and

the fear of being exposed make for a good story. You may even be tempted to shed a few happy

tears before the story ends. But it is a good well written story and it would be a good read for some

one wanting a good fun read. And I would say that it is child friendly if the child is ready to start



dealing with gender issues.

An enjoyable light read that is similar in vein to books by Adrienne Nash and Karin Bishop. From the

ending there is scope for a follow up book.

Enjoyed the book, but you could make a drinking game out of it. Every time someone is hugged,

down a shot. Unfortunately you'd be dead of alchohol poisoning after the first few chapters. ;)

I don't know how to describe this story. Except to say this is NOT one of those guy gets turned into

a female and has a bunch of sexual encounters as a female. It is not a skin rag! This story has way

more class than that. So please don't be fooled just because it's about transitioning from male to

female. This is a non sexual story that is very well written. It is about a teen who finally finds his true

self was never that of a boy, but of a girl. She finds this through a major tragedy and accidental

exposure(getting outed). We get to follow his transition from Rob to Robin. And all her pit falls,

triumphs, tragedies, wonder, and excitement along the way! This story was not what I was expecting

at all. But, I was completely and pleasantly surprised!!! I would definitely recommend this story to

everyone. It is a wonderful warmhearted read! I honestly think this would make a great tv mini

series. Maybe on the Lifetime Network, Netflix, or someplace like that. I'd most definitely watch it! So

what I really want to say to the author, Zoe Taylor, is "Thank You" for writing this wonderful story!

And I hope you have written more like it? I will definitely be looking. - Big Hugs

I enjoyed the book. It was fun and positive. As other reviews say it is about a boy who owns that he

is truly a girl. However, in many ways, it's a dream. Everyone in her life is supportive. Doors open

easily for her that many have had shut in their face. That said, maybe we need to dream and write

of that better world, in order for it to become a reality. Thank you, Zoe Taylor.

You guys did a GREAT job publishing this story. Obviously I've read it before on BCTS, but forgot

the piticulars of the story just the main plot about Robin's mom & Half sister. I love it ALL over agsin.

I recon end anyone in the TG community to read this story epically if they like sweet/semental

stories well done Zoe & Ashleigh

But that's what makes thus book such a joy to read. We all need a little positive thinking in our lives

and this story is has it in spades. No it's not like real life but there's plenty of that to go around so it's



wonderful to just sit back and enjoy a wonderful life and story

It may be more in the YA category but I've noticed that a lot of us in the transgender community,

regardless of having aged a bit, do still enjoy a nice YA story that we really could gave used when

we were young and so alone.
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